
Button description

1. On / off button
2. Font size
3. Label length
4. Label width
5. Flag labels
6. Number of labels
7. Print / print
8. Enter / validate
9. Mirror label
10. Delete

11. Menu navigation keys
12. Confirm / OK
13. Language

14. Menu
15. Delete / Return to menu
16. Shift
17. CAPS
18. Vertical printing
19. Symbols
20. Space
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Cutter protection (interchangeable - 1 extra piece included in the package)

6 AA batteries (not included)

Commissioning

Open the appliance cover



Insert the batteries (6 x AA)

Insert the tape box Close 

the cover.

Make sure the machine has stretched the tape and ribbon

The device also works with a network adapter (included in the package). If you use the adapter, remove the 

batteries from the device!

Press the power button!

Note: The labeling machine switches off automatically after 5 minutes if not in use. To cancel the 
timer, press the keyBackspace

Select width and label type

1. Select label width - enter the tape box and then select the type of tape entered 
using the navigation arrows. Click OK.
After each box replacement, repeat the operation.

Menu -> Navigation arrows -> Choose bandwidth -> OK -> choose from 12mm / 9mm / 6mm -> navigation 
arrows -> OK

Select capital letters



Press the button [A <-a] to change from uppercase to lowercase

Select accented characters

Press a letter character and then press the key [ÄëŃ]. All accented characters will be displayed on the 
screen. Move the cursor with the navigation arrows and press OK on the selected character.

To cancel the function, press Backspace

Insert multiple lines of text on the label

- Enter text on the label and then press [Enter] to type on the second line.
- Use the navigation arrows to move the cursor to where you want to move text in a row 

and press OK

Note

On strips with a width of 12 mm you can print a maximum of 4 lines of text. On 

those with a width of 9 mm - a maximum of 3 lines of text.

If you try to enter more than one line, the machine will display a “Line limit” error 
message.

Delete text

press Backspace to delete character by character. 

To delete all text:

To quickly delete text:



Change / Modify label length

After printing the label, cut it with scissors where it is marked with: This way you will be sure to cut exactly 
the fixed length.

Label printing

Load the tape into the device. Each time the machine will load 25mm of tape (it will align the 
tape to the print head). This will be considered a technological loss in the labeling band.

Save Label - Set MarginsSet 

edges

You can set the edges at both ends of the label for centered writing.

Completely Half Narrow

Note: After setting Half or Narrow the machine prints: where the label ends. This setting is 
the factory default.

What you see on the screen What the label will look like



Completely

Half

Narrow

Quick keys

Shift + Print Key - Multiple copies (from 1 to 9 copies) 

Shift + Number (0 -9) - access to special characters 

Shift +

Shift +

- Move the cursor to the beginning of the label

- Move the cursor to the end of the label

Select mirror labeling

defend Mirror before printing a non-laminated label. To return to the initial menu, press
General

Print a single label

If you want to print a single label, press the key Prince.

Careful! To prevent damage to the label strip,DO NOT touch the cutter when it is displayed on 
the display Printing or Feeding

To cut the label, press the top right button of the labeling machine. It has as its symbol a pair of 
scissors drawn on it.

Peel off the adhesive protective paper from the back of the label tape and glue the label!Print 

multiple copies

You can print up to 9 copies of the same label. 

pressShift + Print

Use the navigation arrows and select the desired number of copies

The number of copies can also be set by typing directly to the desired number.



Saving labels

You can save up to 9 tags that you can recall whenever you need. A maximum of 80 
characters can be saved for each label. A total of 1200 characters can be saved in the 
memory of the labeling machine. The printer allows you to change these labels.

Salvage

Opening

If you try to save a larger number of labels than allowed, the printer will display the message “
Overwrite ”

press K to replace the old version of the label. pressBackspace to exit the menu.Used 

ready-made tags (templates)

Use the multi-copy editing function. This will help you edit up to 55 label formats.

Or you can use the function cut one by one.

One-by-one cut function for all printed labels

Print all labels without cutting. The device will signal where the label ends with ": ”. This 
function is the default and cannot be disabled.

Review / Edit text



Search back and change the desired label

Search ahead and change the desired label

The button Clear

Press the button BKS [Backspace] to delete text from the current label. Careful! 

Only the text will be deleted, the label format will remain unchanged.Notes

When you go to edit text, you can only edit the previously written text!

If you defend ON / OFF button to close the printer, the message “Data saving"DO NOT 
turn off the power to the printer until it completes the operation, in any other case the 
data will not be saved completely.

Enter the text first, otherwise the device will display the text on the display "Data not input”When you 
want to print multiple copies.

To use the function multiple children It is compulsory enter text on the label first and 
then form the label. After that only the text can be modified, formatting NO!

Wrapped label

You can create wrapped labels to identify cables and wires. The entered text will be rotated 90⁰ and printed on 
the label. The length of the wrapped label will be determined by the set diameter of the cable to be labeled.

Note: the diameter of the cable with insulation, NOT the conductor section! 

Enter the text first

Select the cable format



Diameters between 6 and 90 mm can be set. 6 mm diameter is set by default.

Recommendation: For wrapped labels use flexible Nylon labels! They can also be 
used as flag labels for wires with a diameter of less than 6 mm!

To deactivate the function WRAP press the shortcut button again

Flag labels

Using this function, the device will print a double label (with text on both sides), with a sign in the 
middle, which can be glued on a cable. The cable diameter can be set.

Note: the diameter of the cable with insulation, NOT the conductor section! The 

length of the label will be set automatically according to the length of the text.

1. Enter text

2. Choose the right format for your cable

Diameters between 6 and 90 mm can be set. 6 mm diameter is set by default.

Recommendation: For wrapped labels use flexible Nylon labels! They can also be 
used as flag labels for wires with a diameter of less than 6 mm!

To deactivate the function FLAG press the shortcut button again

Faceted labels

This feature helps you label a single continuous label for multiple facets.

1. Enter text



2. Choose the right format for your paper

Dimensions of the faces between 30 and 800 mm 

By default it is set to 50 mm.

To deactivate the function, press the button 

againBarcode labels

This feature helps you print barcode labels.

to return to the main / previous menu

Setting barcodes

When you need barcode vouchers, you first need to access the Barcode menu to set 
it.

Check code (Code check) will appear on the screen when you select CODE39, ITF25 or 

CODABAR.Entering barcodes

When you need to reprint barcode labels you can enter the barcode directly into the 
saved label.

Other functions



Underlined or bordered

You can select one of the available options

Careful! The border cannot be printed on a 12mm wide label printed with 4 lines of 
text!

Text format

Font size

You can select multiple text sizes by pressing the button

Writing style

Width

Vertical

Press the button
previous menu.

to print a vertical label. press Backspace to return to

Symbols and punctuation marks



press Backspace to return to the previous menu.

CAREFUL! The symbols may be printed differently from those displayed on the LCD screen.

Measurement units

The length of the labels can be set in inches or millimeters.

Operation / Troubleshooting problems
Error messages

Low battery! -discharged battery. Replace all batteries. If you use fully 
charged batteries.

Battery Dead - the batteries in the device must be replaced

Not valid! -an incorrect number may have been entered when the label length, 
cable diameter, or facet was formatted.

a
a

An incorrect number was entered when the serialization function is 
used. The cursor was not placed correctly when the parameter was tried.

Correct the input of the incorrectly entered parameter!

No date! -the label chosen for printing has no data entered or has been saved without text

- You pressed one of the Print, Ok or Preview buttons before entering the text

press Backspace to return to the previous menu and be able to enter text.

Line Limit! - the number of lines of text on a label has been exceeded. Reduce the number of 
lines.

Cuter error - the cutter was used during printing. Press the Print button and DO NOT PRESS 
THE CUTTER BUTTON during printing !!!!

Full text! - the maximum number of 80 characters has been exceeded. Reduce the number of characters.

Text limit! - the number of characters for a fixed-length label has been exceeded. Reduce 
the text or use the AUTO function to set the label length.

No frame OK? - when printing on a 12 mm wide label on 4 lines adding the 
border is not possible. pressK to print out its borderBackspace to return to 
the previous menu.



No cassettes! -something happened when you tried printing on a 12 mm wide strip 
of more than 4 lines by pressing the key Enter; something happened when you 
tried printing on a 9 mm wide tape of more than 3 lines by pressing the key Enter; 
something happened when you tried printing on a 6 mm wide strip of more than 2 
lines by pressing the key Enter.

Remedy: Insert a box with the appropriate bandwidth or check the back cover of 
the printer


